
Being a Tryhard 

New: Argument 
Title “ Is going try hard good.” 
Subject: Gym 

Topic: should be going try hard good 

Jargon: try hard,athletic and Bully 
 

Have you ever been in gym class trying to run laps for the beginning and 
decided to sprint them to be athletic. And then all of a sudden out of the blue 
you hear “Try hard” out of the corner of your ear. You think to yourself what so 
bad about trying hard in gym, like you're supposed to do it; what’s wrong-- but 
you keep sprinting anyway. 
 

Here's the question is going try hard good. First let's define some terms PE 
means gym or physical education. Try hard means to try as hard as you. 
  
On one hand, going try hard is good. That way you are getting all of your 
exercise  out of gym class. You might hear this from your gym teacher. But it 
is good to try at least a little bit in gym because if you don’t do any other 
sports or trying in those sports you might never learn leadership,playing as a 
team and to push yourself or how to stay healthy. This bring me to another 
fact if you're not doing anything athletic how are you supposed to stay healthy. 
Some times for some people there's only one moment where you get your 
exercise in the day: gym. 
 

On the other hand, it is bad to go try hard. I guess for some reason in these 
people's mind going try hard is bad. In fact, for some other people if you try 
hard in gym you will get mocked, but when they do it it's perfectly fine.  Try 
hard is a playful word to sometimes people just say it for kicks and giggles 
and have no intention of hurting others feelings. Also in gym if you become 
too aggressive and loud it can become very annoying. 
 

So at the end of this argument I have concluded with the yes. Going try hard 
is good. When people finally realize that calling people try hard is bullying, 
that's when people will stop. The other reason why I believe this is because it 
gives you a very good amount of exercise; also, that it can help you with 
teamwork. Now before I was this argument please think to yourself if you call 
people try hard is it nice to do that.  If you don’t please start to try to stop the 
word because it is very mean and harsh 
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